Lotus Cars Selects Industry Leaders Cerence and ECARX to Deliver Voice-Powered Innovations
March 2, 2021
BURLINGTON, Mass., March 02, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Cerence Inc. (NASDAQ: CRNC), AI for a world in motion, today announced that it
and ECARX will partner with Lotus Cars on voice-powered technologies. The initiative will bring simplified interaction and enhanced safety, productivity
and enjoyment to Lotus Cars drivers worldwide.
Lotus Cars will leverage Cerence’s industry-leading products, including voice recognition and natural language understanding, text-to-speech, and
speech signal enhancement. The host platform will be Cerence’s unique hybrid embedded-cloud architecture that delivers unparalleled accuracy and
speed and seamless interaction for drivers.
The ongoing transformation of the Lotus business and brand is currently one of the biggest stories in the automotive world. Under the stewardship of
majority shareholder Geely, an exciting new range of performance cars for global markets is in development. The first of the these, codenamed Type
131, will be unveiled later this year.
“We are proud to partner with fellow leader ECARX to bring the power of voice to Lotus Cars drivers,” said Charles Kuai, SVP & GM, Mobility
Solutions, Cerence. “Through intuitive, natural voice interaction, we will create a safer, more productive and more enjoyable experience that will take
Lotus Cars to the next level and truly delight Lotus drivers.”
“As we look to the future of our important customer, Lotus Cars, we’ve brought our performance-focused mindset to the cockpit to enhance the in-car
experience for drivers,” said Ziyu Shen, ECARX CEO. “Bringing high-tech, modern technologies together with Cerence is a core piece of this effort,
and we are excited to leverage the expertise of this industry leader for intuitive interaction for Lotus Cars.”
For more information about ECARX, visit www.ecarx.com.cn, and for more about Lotus Cars, visit www.lotuscars.com. To learn more about Cerence,
visit www.cerence.com, and follow the company on LinkedIn and Twitter.
About Cerence Inc.
Cerence (NASDAQ: CRNC) is the global industry leader in creating unique, moving experiences for the mobility world. As an innovation partner to the
world’s leading automakers and mobility OEMs, it is helping advance the future of connected mobility through intuitive, powerful interaction between
humans and their cars, two-wheelers, and even elevators, connecting consumers’ digital lives to their daily journeys no matter where they are.
Cerence’s track record is built on more than 20 years of knowledge and more than 350 million cars shipped with Cerence technology. Whether it’s
connected cars, autonomous driving, e-vehicles, or buildings, Cerence is mapping the road ahead. For more information, visit www.cerence.com.
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